RESIDENCY GROUP SHOW:
Alan Fontes, Felippe Moraes and Ramonn Vieitez
Opening: 10/07, 19h to 21h
Admission: 10/07 to 02/08/2014

Baró Gallery is pleased to announce the first group exhibition of residents which
will be inaugurated on July 10, 2014 at 19h, along with Felipe Ehrenberg solo
show. Curated by Adriano Casanova, the show marks the gallery debut of the
Residency Program and features young artists from other states of Brazil.
During the residence period - which ranged from one to two months - artists
from Pernambuco (Ramonn), Rio de Janeiro (Felippe) and Minas Gerais (Alan),
experienced the city of São Paulo, specifically the neighborhood of Santa Cecilia
where the gallery is located, and each in his own way was incorporating
elements of this experience in the work conception.
Alan Fontes, 34, teve apoio do Prêmio Foco Bradesco Art Rio 2013 para sua
residência. Na mostra do mineiro, serão expostas seis pinturas inéditas que dão
continuidade à série “Desconstruções”. Esta tem como temática casas em
ruínas cujas estruturas arquitetônicas se encontram parcialmente preservadas,
revelando um aspecto ambíguo de destruição.
Alan Fontes, 34, was supported by Prêmio Foco Bradesco Art Rio 2013 for his
residence. In his show, it will exposed six new paintings that continue the
"Deconstructions" series. These series presente as subject ruined houses which
architectural structures are partially preserved, revealing an ambiguous aspect
of destruction.
In the show “Ordem” (Order) by Felippe Moraes, 26, will be presented
sculptures, paintings and photographs that dialogue with unpredictability of
mathematics, the invisible aspect of space, metaphysics. A poetic attempt to
measure the existence and dive into the elementary relations between man and
the world, language and matter.
Ramonn Vieitez, 23, self-taught oil painter, whose work is characterized by a
dark universe, full of urban and Occult symbols, was taken by the sharp blue of
city sunset, the São Paulo style of pixo and the psychic atmosphere of the
town.
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